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ABSTRACT

Some aspects of the anatomy, fine structure and neurophysiology

of the pneuaostome of the garden slug, Limax flavus (L)

The pneumostome is the aperture of the mantle edge in pulmonate

gastropods throu^i which air gains entrance to the mantle cavity. It

is believed to be significant in the exchange of gases from this cavity

during the process of respiration. The thesis investigates some of the

anatomioal and physiological aspects of the area.

The pneumost ome itself is a circumscribed area invested by a

sphincter muscle for its olosure. Several types of gland cell provide

secretions associated with the surface of the region. The muscle fibres

of the sphincter are supplied by more than one neurone and it is shown

that there may be up to three different types of associated with

these fibres. The anal nerve that supplies the area contains over 7000

nerve fibres with four very large diameter axons (20p) and many smaller

ones.

Electrical stimulation of the distal end of the anal nerve brought

about pneumostomal opening and it is suggested that this nerve, but not

the right pallial nerve, is involved in pneumostornal movements. There

is a relationship between the activity of certain central units of the

visceral ganglion and the pneumostome, these units being rhythmic and

patterned in output. During the burst the interspike interval remains

constant for the first few spikes, then decreases sequentially until the

end of the buret, at the same time there is a decrease in the spike

amplitude. The full burst only occurs if the pneumostoa® opens to its

fullest extent. It is not known with certainty however that these

neurones are those directly responsible for pneumostome movements, but



complete isolation of the periphery from these central units led to

cessation of pneumostomal opening and closing* Cutting all nerves

except the anal nerve led to a reduction in time and amplitude of

pneumoetome closure, but the rate of opening was maintained, suggesting

that sensory input through other peripheral nerves is significant in

overall control of movement.
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I Introduction

Land slugs, including the garden variety, Litsax flavus (L),

possess a simple lung which is oontained within the mantle cavity.

This cavity is lined with a highly vascularized epithelium. It is

this epithellm which constitutes the main part of the lung. On the

right side of the mantle cavity in the body wall there is a specialized

area called the pnoumostome which is Vasically an aperture which allows

air to pass in and out of the mantle cavity. It is highly contractile,

both when taking part in the respiratory process and also in response to

a tactile stimulus.

During the ventilation process, the pneumostomal tissue makes the

following movements, when the muscles surrounding the aperture contract,

the pneumostame which is in the closed position opens evenly in all

directions as in Figure 1. The aperture usually remains open for

several seconds. »Vhen it closes, the direction is towards the centre

and is equal in all directions (arrows indicate the direction of tissue

movement in Figure l). The arrangement of the muscle fibres within the

pneir-ostoiial tissue necessary to close the pneumostome is probably

that of a sphincter. If a sphincter arrangement is present, the muscle

fibre within the pneumostorae should be arranged in a ring around the

aperture.

"Tien the muscles surrounding the aperture contract, the dorsal and

lateral walls of the mantle cavity also contract. It seems likely that

the total respiratory process involves the contraction and relaxation of

several systems such as the musclc3 of the mantle wall, the muscles

surrounding the respiratory aperture and the muscles of the mantle floor.



CLOSED POSITION OPEN POSITION

Fig Is Diagram of the anterior part of the slug to show
the position of the pneumostome in the mantle wall.
This diagram illustrates the pneumostome in the opened
and closed positions and the direction of the movement
of the pneumostomal tissue during the ventilation pro¬
cess.

LegendJ Aj anal opening, F - foot-sole, H - head,
M - mantle, I'C - mantle collar, - mantle
edge, CT - optic tentacle, P - pneunostome
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^veral researchers have speculated as to the mechanism of

respiration in land puluonntes. Ghiretti (1966) summarizes this work

and states that pulnonates possess both ventilation and diffusion

lungs. He states that in the foraer, pressure is increased inside the

lung by the following mechanisms the pneuraostome is reduced to a small

hole, the contraction of the muscles which make up the mantle floor

causes the arched floor to flatten and air is drawn into the cavity.

A valve is then drawn across the pnemo3tcme, the muscles of the floor

relax and, since this brings about a decrease in the size of the mantle

cavity, pressure within the lung increases. He then states that this

pressure increase enables oxygen to diffuse more easily into the blood

which is located in the highly vascularized epithelial lini g of the

mantle cavity, "'."hen the oxygen has diffused into the blood, the pneu-

rrostoma opens and carbon dioxide is released fro- the blood through the

aperture.

Ghire'ti's account of the respiratory mechanist in land pulmonates

is not very satisfactory because of the lack of empirical evidence. It

seems unlikely that the gas exchange between the blood and the lung

would use a build up of total pressure in the lung, diffusion that

relies on small differences in partial pressure of individual gases

would be adequate for gas exchange in either direction.

Some slugs appear to respire by the method of partial active

ventilation. In this case, the mantle floor moves up and down while

the pneumo3to®e opens. In the case of Priori ater. the pneimostome is

open for the majority of the tine and the muscular floor can be seen to

be moving up and down, probably drawing air in and out of the cavity

(Runhara and Hunter, 197C).
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The rate at which slugs respire depends on certain factors such

as the size and age of the animal, it3 metabolic rate, its locanotory

activity ('whether it is stationary or not) and also on certain environ¬

mental factors such as temperature, humidity and the amount of

atmospheric oxygen or carbon dioxide present (Hunha® and Hunter, 197®)•

The first description of the pnemostome and its activity was

that of Simpson (lOCl) who included it in a larger investigation of

the anatomy and physiology of Polygyra albolabris and Ljmax maximus.

He pointed out that the respiratory orifice (pneuoostcme), situated

at the edge of the mantle, was seen to open and close at regular inter¬

vals about 16 to 18 times per minute for normal respiration. In the

oven state, the orifice is circular and closure is brought about by the

contraction of tb® muscle fibres which surround this orifice. As far

as the innervation of the preumostcre is concerned, Simpson describes

a nerve trunk which leaves the posterior end of the infra-oeaophageal

ganglion and runs posteriorly to the right side of the animal where

it sends off smaller branches to the pulmonary cavity, respiratory

orifice, and am-s.

Laryea (lQ7®) gives a very detailed description of the anatomy

of the nervous aynton of the slug, Agrioliciax reticrlotus. He states

that the anal nerve forms a plexus in the region of the anus ana the

pnemostame. This nerve has a common origin with the cephalic retrac¬

tor and intestine1 nerves from the posterior surface of the visceral

ganglion. These nerves continue together in a connective tissue

sheaf- for a short distance before separating. Laryea describes the

right palliel nerve as having its origin in the posterior surface of

the right parietal ganglion and innervating the right aide of the ai&atle,

the lateral musculature of the body wall along the right margin of the
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pallial region and the posterior region of the right side of the anterior

free mantle edge. Btiilock and H- rridge (19^5) state that in Helix.

two nerves, the pallialis dexter ext.emu3 and internus both with

origins in the right parietal ganglion innervate the mantle on the

right including the region of the lung aperture. The anal nerve

with its origin in the visceral ganglion joins a plexus in the region

of the anus and the lung aperture (pneumostome).

The innervation of the pneimiostomal area was investigated by

Nisbet (lhflA.) in his work on the nervous system of the giant African

land snail, Archaobatinn marg-inata (Swainson). He describes three

pallinl nerves, the right pallial, the anterior fine right pallial,

and the middle fine right pellial, as entering the right wall of the

body close to the junction of the latter with the mantle and just

anterior tc the position of the pneumostome. These three nerves which

have their origins in the right parietal ganglion, were found to inner¬

vate the right mantle wall, the collar and the lateral body wall.

Nisbet also described another nerve, the median pallial nerve.

This nerve with its origin in the abdominal ganglion, enters the wall

of the body and collar close to the pneusostome. This study of the

innervation of the collar and the lateral body wall was made difficult

by the presence of very large gland cells in the area.

Sisbet's investigation also included observations of the movements

of the pne^nostome. He observed that in small snails, the pneu®03to3&l

movements are rapid but irregular. Observations in the late er: biyo

stage revealed that the aperture opened for intervals of 5 to 10

seconds and closed for period of 17 to 45 seconds. In the adult snails,
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these periods can he much longer and, in fact, the pnetsaostorae may

remain open for up to several minutes at a time. Kisbet found that

if parts of the collar or adjacent pillar were touched, the pneumostcme

closed rapidly.

In an extended investigation of the nervous syst®! of this snail,

a limited electrophysiological study of the pnetraostome ana the surrounding

area was done (Nisbet, I96IB). This work revealed that when tactile

stimulation was applied to the body wall, reflex bursts of action

potentials occurred which were obviously related to the retraction of

the body and the collar. Nisbet assmed that since there were varia¬

tions in the periods of opening and closure of the pnettaostoee that at

least the initiation of this movement may be under the control of the

central nervous system. He was able to observe spontaneous potential

groups in nerves apparently related to the pneumostcrce but was unable

to find any correlation between these potentials and the movement of

the pne'-raostome.

According to Jullien et al. (i960), both the right pallial and

anal nerves produce contraction of the pneimostome of the snail, Helix

oomatia. The same effect is accomplished by the electrical stimulation

of their peripheral ends and the tone of the sphincter (pneumostose)

appears to he conditioned by impulses in these two nerves. (#hen a

nerve is cut, the part at1" 11 attached t< the central nervous system is

referred to as the central or proximal end; the end of the nerve on the

other side of the cut is referred to as the peripheral or distal end.)

Stimulation of the central (proximal) end of these two nerves had no



effect on the pneomostcne. Jullien also found that the electrical

stimulation of the visceral nerve induced cardiac inhibition and the

opening of the pneumostame. Stimulating the peripheral (distal) end

of this nerve induced the heart to stop beating; the central (proximal)

end, on the other hand, induced the opening of the pneun03tame and its

relaxation.

The results of these experiments on the nervous control of cardiac

and respiratory movements arc difficult to interpret because Jullian

has supplied no information on which nerves were left intact.

The most recent electrophysiological study of respiratory behaviour

in pulmonates concentrates on the identification in the central nervous

system of specific cells whose activity is related to the movement of

parts of the respiratory apparatus (Benjamin, 1971). The animal used

in this study was the freshwater pond snail, Lvmnaea stasmalis. Here

cells on the ventral surface of the right parietal ganglion appear to be

involved in the control of nove-ents of t e pulmonary folds. Benjamin

has suggested that contact with the surface cf the water in which the

animal i.3 normally submerged, gives rise to sensory input which triggers

the opening of the pulmonary folds via efferent activity of certain

identifiable cells in the right parietal ganglion.

Identification of the neurons involved in the control of the pneu-

mostome of the slug, Ljmax flows could be achieved in the following way.

If one were able to record from central identified neurons, then artificial

activation of these units w uld show whether they had motor functions

with respect to pnerr-ostone movements. Different peripheral stimuli
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which affect the output of these units could then be examined. This

aay he a difficult proposition because it is not known what stimulant

triggers the pneimostorae or in what area of the ani al this stimulant

acts. In fact, pneumostaae movements tuny be triggered by a combination

of different stimuli such as temperature, humidity, internal levels of

carbon dioxide, etc.

Very little research has been done on the general histology of the

pneumostome. The only light microscopical investigation of the pneu-

mostomal tissue has been done cn two species of freshwater pulmonates,

I vnnaea ntagnalis and Biomhalaria ufeii'feri (Zylstra, I972A). In

this study a number of gland cell types have been, classified according

to certain standard histocheaieal techniques. Zylstra found five

gland cell types present in the sub-epithelial layer of the pneumostomo.

These are the ubiquitous muciparous gland cells and the non-tiuciparous

gland cells, the mantle muciparous gland cell type A ana the -j-antle non-

muciparoua gland cell type A. The fifth are the pneumosto- e non-

rauciparous gland cells which are specific to this area. These cells

are found only around the ventral side of the pneitaostaae. Muciparous

means a mucin type of secretion. Zylstra noted a distinct difference

in both the number and types of gland cells located in the ventral and

dorsal surfaces of the pnemostone.

He found that the epidermal area of the pneumostane of Lvtanaes.

is composed al-ost entirely of cilia cells and suggests that these

cilia are probably involved in the production of currents. He also
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suggests that the gland cells in the region probably aid in providing

a nocons layer for the beating of the cilia. The mucons is probably

instrumental in sealing off the pneunostome itself when the snail is

under water.

In an investigation of the distribution and ultrastructure of

epidermal sensory cells in Lymnaea and Bjomchalaria, Zylstra (1972B)

found that the rich sensory regions of the epidermis, as identified

by the presence of subepithelial nerve cells, are limited to certain

areas of the animal, one of these being the pneimostome.

Other light microscopical investigations of the epidermis of

slugs and other pnlmonates includes a description of the various mucous

and aVin glands found in the integument of the foot-sole, foot fringe

and mantle edge of the slug, Arlon ater (Barr, 1928) and a study of

the structure and function of the cutaneous glands in Helix a3peraa

(Campion, 1961). Campion concentrates mainly on the histochemistry of

the glandular secretions of the cutaneous glands. The pneumostcme is

described as a region appearing whiter than the rest of the mantle.

She suggests that this whiteness is due to the abundance of calcium

glands found in the subepithelial layer of the pneurao3tane.

The only description of the fine structure of pneum >stomal tissue

has been provided by Zylstra (1972A, I972B) in his work on the fresh¬

water snails, Lymnaea sta.gna.lis and Bjorrphalaria pfoifferi. One study

(1972A) is limited to a description of the ciliated epithelial cells

which line the pneuraostome and the sub-epithelial gland cells found

in the pneumostomal region. The cilia in this region tend to have

well-developed roots extending up to 2p into the cytoplasm of the cell.
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'Tie periodicity of the striations of the roots is about 64O 8 and is

intermediate between that of the cilia of the foot sole and those of the

mouth region. The basal bodies of these cilia also have well-developed

basal feet which extend to the basal bodies of the adjacent cilia. The

basal feet have a filamentous structure w ich connects adjacent basal

bodies.

3ylstra also describes the fine structure of what he calls the

pneurtostomal non-muciparous gland cells. These cells possess unusual

aanbrane-1ike structures in their secretion granules. These structures

remain intact upon release from the cell and are double layered with a

o
distance between the layers of 150 A. The golgi bodies are usually

lamellar in form. Ihe granular endoplasmic retic*lm is relatively

sparse and the cisternae are found in a more or lass parallel arranger*ent.

In an investigation of the nltrastructnre of the sensox*y cells of

1.sta-m^lis, ?yistra (1972B) describes six different types of free

nerve endings found in the epithelium. He found that of these, only-

two were located in the pnernostome epithelium. The dendrites of

these sensory cells are characterized by the presence of 10 - 4O

cilia at their free surface. One type have cilia with relatively thin

striated roots -with a length of less than 3 « (periodicity 65O A); the

other have much thicker and longer striated roots with a length of up to

10 u (periodicity of roots: 560 - 600 A). The cilia of both types

have 3-5 3tri rated roots extending from each basal body. The feet

of the basal bodies and the planes joining the central filaments of

the cllituj have a random orientation.
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General investigations of the ultrastructure of the epidermis of

sings rnd ot'er pulmonates include research on the structure of glands

in the epidemis of -rion rufbs (L), trien e-u.iricorum > lex*). ( -ondrak,

19^7» 19^9^, 1969®)» on the surface epithelium of '-ri on mfus (L)

(Wondrak, I969) and on the microvilli found on the external surfaces

of gastropod tentacles and body walls (Lane, 196^)•

Ho study has been made of the ultrastructure of the muscle cells

and neuromuscular relations in the sub-epithelial layer of the pneu-

mostane. Some research, however, has been done on the fine structure

of smooth muscle for specific regions of other pulmonale molluscs,

i.e. foot of i'clix asnorsa (Hogers, I969); optic tentacles of H.ascorsa

and Tinax flavua (Hogers, I968); optic tentacle of Vaginula ooleiformis

h'OrMmv ("Barr ntes, 1970). Grasiadei (19^6) has looked at the ultra-

structure of motor nerve endings in the muscles of cephalopod3.

An examination of the literature which has been summarized above

shows that no extensive study has yet b en done on the structure of tlie

pnemostome and its nervous control. The present investigation atte pts

to describe the innervation of the pne^mostome of Limax flavus. Extra¬

cellular recording techniques have been used to show that some nerve

cells in the visceral ganglion produce a burst of impulses which can be

correlated with the movements of the pneir ostome. Attanpte to monitor

this movement are discussed as well as the results of denervating the

area from the central nervous systai;. In addition, the structure of the

pneuraostcme has been studied using standard light microscopical and

electron microscopical techniques nd the results of these investigations

are discussed.
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II Materials and Methods

Animals were collected at night from garden walls and held in

the laboratory for short periods of time. They wore kept in snail

polyethylene containers on moistened filter paper and were fed soall

amounts of lettuce, cabbage and carrot daily until used. All the

animals were kept at room temperature which was approximately twenty

degrees centigrade.

A. Crross Anatomy

The slug was prepared for examination by pinning it onto a

wax layer in a dissecting dish. A longitudinal incision running

from the anterior edge of the mantle to the mouth was then made in

the mid-dorsal line of the head. The akin wa3 pinned back and

various organs including the penis, salivary glands and oesophagus

were removed to expose the central nervous system and the various

nerves leading from it.

A longitudinal cut was then made along the mid-dorsal line of

the mantle and the skin was pinned back on either side to expose the

various organs of the mantle cavity, i.e. heart, kidney and ureters

leading from it. These were removed as well as the thin muscular

mantle floor to reveal the nerves running posteriorly from the central

nervous system. The innervation of the pneuraostome at the gross

level and the muscles surrounding the aperture were examined.

Methylene blue staining techniques were used in an attempt to

doscribe the sensory innervation of the muscles.
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1. The animal was dissected as described above and the preparation

was immersed in a 0.1$ solution of methylene blue in Meng's saline

(Meng, I960). This solution contained the following saltss

NaCl - 5*45 g/litre

KC1 - O.45 g/litre

CaCl - 1.17 g/litre
2

MgCl2 - I.55 g/litre
NallCO^ - 1.10 g/litre

The methylene blue solution was then washed off and replaced by

Meng's saline. This operation was repeated several times. The

result of methylene blue application was intense staining of the

main nerve trunks within the body cavity. The branches of these

nerves which are contained within the body wall failed to stain.

The dissection of these branches was attempted but it was impossible

to follow them to any depth in the body wall musculature.

2. Methylene blue (about 0 0.1$ solution in Meng's saline) was

also applied by injecting it into the pneumostomal area of the live

animal before dissection. The animal was then left .for about arihalf

hour and rapidly dissected. This method resulted in intense staining

of the main nerve trunks but no staining of the nerves within the

pneumostome.

3. Another method for methylene blue staining was attempted. This

was the method used by Cottrell and Osborne (1969) in their work on

neurosecretory systems in Helix heart. The staining solution was
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prepared in the following manner. 0.4 grams of Rongalite (Gurr) and

5 drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid were mixed and added to 10 ml.

of 2fo methylene bine solution. The mixture was heated until yellow in

colour, filtered and then diluted five times with Meng's saline. This

solution was then injected into the pnemostonal area. This method was

very unsuccessful in staining fine nervous elements within the pneumos-

tome. In fact, it resulted in a fairly rapid death of the animal and

very poor staining of the main nerve trunks.

B. Light icroacopy

For light microscopy, both whole animals and parts of animals were

fixed in Bouin fluid or "FA (80/j absolute nethyl alcohol, 10^ formalin,

10^ glacial acetic acid; Gatty Marine Lab special fixative). Prior to

fixation, the slugs were anaesthetized in the following way. The

animal was placed in a small container and the latter was pizt into a

larger container which contained cotton wool and a ar.all amount of dry

ice. The larger container was then covered and the animal was left for

about four to five minutes. At the end of thi3 time, the specimen was

in an extended condition and was then fixed. The specimens were

dehydrated through a graded alcohol series, cleared in xylol and. embedded

in paraffin wax (ra.p. 56°C). Serial sections (l0 n thick) of the mantle

cavity were made both longitudinally and transversely. One series of

transverse sections was stained with Azan after Heidenhain* Masson* s

Trichrome stain was used to stain another series of transverse sections

and on© series of longitudinal sections.
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6. Electron * icroscopy

The pneumostome and surrounding mantle tissue were immersed in

a 4.Q^ solution of glutaraldehyde in a 0.1 M P0^ buffer* pll 7*2.
After preliminary fixation, small pieces (less than 1 mm^) were cut

from the pneumostome and placed in fresh fixative at 4°C for 4 hours.

After washing in 0.1 M PO^ buffer for 24 hours at 4°C, the tissue was
post-fixed in lfo OsO^ in the same buffer for lg- hours at 4°C. The
tisstje was then washed briefly in buffer and then dehydrated in a

graded alcohol series through propylene oxide. The tissue wag then

embedded in Araldite at 60°C.

Grey-to-silver sections were cut using glass knives on a Reichert

Austria OMTT^ uItramicrotone and stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate. They were then examined using an Hitachi electron microscope

at 60 kV.

In order to determine the number of axons in the anal nerve and

to get an accurate picture of the axonal size distribtrtion, it was

necessary to construct a composite picture at a magnification which

enabled one to make out all the individual axons. Small pieces of

the anal nerve were prepared for electron microscopy by the above

method and a cross section of the nerve was examined in the electron

microscope. A series of photographs which covered the entire area

of the nerve was then taken. The negatives were enlarged to a final

magnification of 10,000 with a scales 1 cm = 1 ^u. These photographs

were fitted together to give a composite picture of the cross section

of the anal nerve. This picture was divided into seventy-six squares

side of each square measured 1,6 cm) to facilitate the counting and

measuring of the individual axons.
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As the majority of the axons in the nerve have very irregular

shapes, it was impossible to measure their diameters accurately.

It was decided that a more accurate representation of the size of

each axon would be an area measurement. This was done in the

following manner. A grid consisting of a number of squares each

with an area of one square centimeter wis drawn on a piece of trans¬

parency. This grid was then placed on top of the composite picture

and the area of each axon underneath was measured in square centi¬

meters, then converted to square microns. Hach axon was placed in

a specific category according to its area measurement.

The categories were as followsi

1. under O.25 p.

2. between 0.25 and 0.50 pc

5. between 0.50 and 1.0 rP
2

4. between. 1.0 and 2.0 p

2
5. between 2.0 and 5«0 P

26. between 5*0 and 10.0 p

7. between 10.0 and 20.0 p'

8. over 20.0 p

(l p" = 1 an1"")

E. Slectponhysioloftj Cal Investi .r t.i on

1. Preparation of the animal for stimulation and recording

The central nervous system of the animal was exposed by making a

longitudinal incision in the mid-dorsal line of the head and then

removing such organs as the salivary glands, oesophagus and penis.
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The anterior aorta was pinned to one side and the tentacular retractor

muscles were removed. The preparation was then flooded with Meng's

saline. Care was taken to keep the mantle cavity above the surface

of the saline as the pneumostome failed to open and close when sub¬

merged. A considerable amount of mucous which was secreted by the

animal was removed by using a fine paint brush.

2. Recording and Stimulating Technioues

Both suction and hook electrodes were used for the recording

of electrical activity. Only suction electrodes were ji3ed to stimulate

the nerve trunks. The suction electrodes were made from fine polyethy¬

lene tubing and one ml. plastic syringes. Fine tips were constructed

from the tubing and were fitted onto the needle of the syringe. One

silver wire from the differential amplifier was connected to the saline

inside the tip; the other indifferent electrode was dipped into the

bath. Tips were chosen with diameters which would only just accommo¬

date the passage of the nerve from which the recording was to be taken.

Because of the tight fit of the tip around the nerve, the portion of

the nerve inside the electrode was electrically isolated from that out¬

side it. In this way, potential differences between the two silver

wires could be recorded. The suction electrodes were used to record

activity frcm either the cut erJ of the anal nerve or right pallial

nerve or from the surface of the central nervous system. Hook electrodes

made from thin silver wire were also used to record from intact anal and

right pallial nerves.
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Standard electrophysiological equipment was used throughout the

investigation. Nervous activity was amplified by a differential pre¬

amplifier with a gain of 3,000 and displayed on a Tektrooii $02

oscilloscope. The nerve signals were recorded on film using a Cossar

camera (model 1428 MK 11). For stimulation, a Tektronix waveform

generator was used to trigger a pul3e generator; the latter' was used

to deliver a chain of pulses or single pulses to the preparation. A

stimulus isolation unit was used in conjunction with tie pulse genera¬

tor (see Fig. 2). The preparation was kept at room temperature which

was approximately 20 C. The saline in the bath was changed frequently.

3. "onitorin~ ethods

Several methods were tried in an attempt to monitor quantitatively

the movement of the pneTjmostome d' ring ventilation.

a. In the first instance, a kymograph was used. This method was

unsuccessful because the pneunostomal muscles failed to generate enough

power to produce a noticeable deflection on the kymograph paper.

b. An RCA transducer was then tried. A needle was clamped to the

transducer and this needle was inserted at right angles into the

circular muscle surrounding the aperture. Movement of these muscles

during the contraction as well as the movement of the general muscula¬

ture of the mantle resulted in the dislodgenent of the needle.

c. A third method consisted in placing a tiny fleck of mirror on the

pneumostcme. This mirror was prevented frcs slipping by the mucsaos
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secreted by the animal during the operation. A powerful light source

such as a high intensity lamp provided a narrow beam of light. This

beam was reflected off the mirror and onto a photocell. Opening of

the pneumostome resulted in a small movement of the mirror and, in turn,

the beam of light reflected off the mirror. As this reflected beam

traversed the light-sensitive area of the photocell, it caused a

deflection of the oscilloscope trace.

As the above method proved unsatisfactory in monitoring quan¬

titatively pneumostomal movements (see Results, section 7) a modification

of this method was tried. Instead of the conventional photocell to

measure the movement, a photodiode mounted on the end of a long rod

was used. The photodiode was powered by a + 45 volt battery with a

10 resistance placed in parallel. It was thought that such an

arrangement would result in easier manipulation of the photocell and

perhaps give a more satisfactory recording of the movement of the

pnemostome.

d. Because of the failure of the above techniques to monitor pneu¬

mostomal movements satisfactorily, the method of monitoring the movement

visually was adopted. The opening of the aperture was observed and at

the same time, a chain of pulses with a very high frequency was delivered

from a standard pulse generator to the oscilloscope causing the lower

trace to be deflected. The switch on the pulse generator was released

when the pneumostome was seen to close.
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2* Diagram of the recording and stimulating experimental
set-up.
Legend* A - audio amplifier, B - bath, C&) - cathode

ray oscilloscope, DA - differential pre¬
amplifier, IP - stimulus isolation unit,
PG - pulse generator, re - recording electrode,
se - stimulating electrode, WG - waveform
generator
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HI Hesuits

a. Or033 A-natorny

The pnemostomo which is circular in shape lies on the right side

of the mantle (Fig. l). It links the external environment with the

mantle cavity which is bounded dorsally by the mantle roof with its

highly vascularized epithelium and ventrally by the thin contractile

mantle floor. The secondary ureter which is a continuation of the

primary ureter of the kidney is closely applied tc the recttm. It

runs anteriorly and discharges into a bladder which opens to the

exterior through a slit in the mantle (see Fig. 3A). The rectum

runs anteriorly as well and culminates in an opening which is located

in the region of the mantle slit.

The pneumostomal tissue is surrounded by a ring of pigment cells

which differentiate it from the rest of the mantle. It also appears

much lighter than the surrounding mantle tissue. Dissection of the

area failed to reveal the arrangement of the muscles within the

pneumostomal region which sre responsible for ventilation movements.

The innervation of the pneisncstcme was studied by dissection

coupled with methylene blue staining. The use of methylene blue

resulted in the intense staining of the various nerve trunks which

run posteriorly from- the CNS within the body cavity. Tire anal nerve

which has its origin in the ventral side of the visceral ganglion

(Fig. 4), enters the right mantle wall at a point posterior to the

pnemostome and where the mantle floor joins the mantle wall. This

nerve then forme two branches; one runs anteriorly along the dorsal
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side of the pneumostcme; the other runs posteriorly along the recti®

and end3 in the rectal ganglion which is located on the interior side of

the rectum (see Fig. 3$).

The other nerve which innervates the right side of the saatle is

the right pallial. This nerve lias its origin in the right pazletal

ganglion of the aub-oesophageal ganglionic complex (Fig. 5). This

nerve runs posteriorly for a short distance within the body cavity and

enters the right mantle wall at the junction of this wall and the

mantle floor. It then divides Into three branches! the first (l)

runs outwards to the collar; the second (2) runs upwards ioxm.ruu the

roof of the mantle and the third (3) runs posteriorly and laterally

along the ri$it mantle wall (Fig. 3^). The third branch could be

traced only as far ns the mantle slit due to its failure to stain by

methylene blue application. The presence of a largo number of gland

ce'ls in the area makes dissection of the nerve branches extremely

difficult. However* from the numerous dissections carried out, it

looks as though the pneraostane is innervated by a branch of the anal

nerve and that the third branch cf the right pallial nerve does not

pass into the pneumostcr.e but radiates upward.-towards the roof of the

mantle cavity.

The application, of methylene blue to the pneusostomal area did

not result in the staining of individual components of the nervous

system within the region. Several different methods wore tried in

an attempt to secure information on the sensory innervation of the

muscles in the pneinostcne but all proved unsuccessful (see ..aterials

prpj pthpd ).
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Fig. 3» Diagram of the pneunostome and related structures
A, External view of the right side of the mantle
B. Internal view of dissected right mantle wall
Legends A - anal opening, AN - anal nerve,

B - bladder, - mantle, I«TC - mantle
collar, '*E - mantle edge, t'F - mantle
floor attachment, P - pneumostome, R -
rectum, RG - rectal ganglion, SP - right
pallial nerve, _ secondary ureter,
a - branch of anal nerve to pneumostome,
b - branch of anal nerve to rectimi
1, 2, 3 - branches of right pallial
nerve

(for details, see text)
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Fig. /}: Diagram of the nervous system of Limax flavus (L)
to show the innervation of the pneunostome
Legend! a - aortic nerve, aa - anterior aorta,
an - anal nerve, bg - buccal ganglion, bm -
buccal mass, bv - buccal vessel, cbc - cerebro-
buccal connective, eg - cerebral ganglion, epe -
cerebro-pedal connective, cplc - cerebro-pleural
connective, cn - cephalic retractor muscle nerve,
in - intestinal nerve, lp - left pallial nerve,
1st - left superior tentacle muscle, mf - mantle
floor attachment, p - pneuBoatoroe, pg - pedal
ganglion, r - rectum, rp - right pallial nerve,
rst - right superior tentacle muscle, sg -
sub-oesophageal ganglion, t - tentacular nerve
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5» Diagram of the sub-oesophageal ganglionic mass
minu3 pedal ganglionto show the position of the
visceral and right parietal ganglia,
a - aortic nerve, an - anal nerve, cn - cephalic
retractor muscle nerve, lp - left pallial nerve,
lcplc - left cerebro-pleural connective, lpl -
left pleural ganglion, lpa - left parietal ganglion,
in - intestinal nerve, rcplc - right cerebro-pleural
connective, rpl - right pleural ganglion, rpa -
right parietal ganglion, rp - right pallial nerve,
v - visceral ganglion
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The failure to stain was probably duo to the presence of a large

m»ber of gland cells in the area as well as the fairly dense collagen

matrix which surrounds the muscle fibres. Because of the density of

the tissue, the stain was probably not able to penetrate to ary depth.

The large nerve trunks stained beautifully but this was most likely

due to their location in the body cavity which is fluid-filled. The

branches of these nerve trunks which are found within the mantle wall

did not stain until they were dissected clear of surrounding tissue.

b. Tjrrht "iotoscopy

The epithelioid which lines the pneimostomal aperture is one coll

thick and contains only ciliated cells (Fig. 16). The ducts of some

of the subepithelial gland cells open between the ciliated cells

(Fig. I1;). 'To pigaent or goblet cells could be found in the pneu-

raosto-al epithelim. The ciliated cells are mostly columnar in

shape and have a height of about 3° P • Towards the inner part of

the aperture, the cells tend to become more cuhoidal in shape and

have an average height of about 10 p. The epithelium is supported by

the muscle and connective tissue found in the subepithelial layer.

In cross sections, these supporting muscle fibres appear to insert

themselves onto the epithelira (F4g. 1?)«

Sylstra (1972©) has described the occurrence of a nerve plexus

as identified by the presence of subepithelial nerve cells in the

region of the pnatmostcGte of Lvmnr.ea sta m? ■ lis. Although numerous

nuclei are found in the subepithelial layer of the pneurrostome of binax

flavns, it cannot he concluded that they represent the ganglion cells
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of a subepithelial nerve plexus. The various light microscopy stains

used have indicated the presence of nerve processes running through

the pneumostoraal tissue (Azan staining). Cell bodies have also been

seen in connection with these nerve processes. It may be that a

stain such as holmes' silver which is selective for nervous tissue

might he more effective in showing up such a plexus more clearly.

There arre several references to the existence of such a plexus in the

pnaumostome of othor pulrronates, Helix (Bullock and Horridge, 1965)»

Agri climax retted ■tin (Laryea, 1970).

Several types of gland calls are found in the subepithelial

layer of the pneumostnme. The most numerous type are located in a

ring around the aperture in the subepithelium (Fig. 8). They occupy

about 8<$ of the total pneumostomal tissue. We shall refer to these

gland cells as the enemostomal gland cells (gland cell type l)

because they are only found in this region of the animal (Figs. 6

and 7)• These cells stain rod with Masson's Trichrome and red with

Azan. This indicates a non-mucin type of secretion. The cells are

approximately 30 u in diameter and have large nuclei measuring

approximately 15 v in diameter. The secretion product of these cells

is granular in nature.

Another type of gland cell (gland cell type 2) found in. the

pneimiostomal region has a large bulbous structure with a neck which

extends to the outer epitheliun (Fig. 15). These cells are also

present in the dorsal mantle epithelium. This cell has a height of

approximately 150 to 200 ja. The secretion product stains blue with

Azan and green with Kasson Trichrome indicating a mucin type of

secretion. These cells are confined to the outer regions of the
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. 6t Cross section through the aperture of the pneumostome.
a - aperture, crm - cephalic retractor muscle, gel - gland
cell type one, gu - gut, k - kidney, le - lung epithelium,
m - mantle cavity, mg - mantle groove, oe - outer epithelium,
r - rectum, su - secondary ureter. (Masson Trichrome)
X 46 Scale represents 200 u.

7« Cross section of the pneunostome indicating the distribution
of the pneimostomal gland cells (gland cell type l). gel -
gland cell type one, ie - inner epithelium, m - mantle cavity,
mf - mantle floor, n - nucleus, oe - outer epithelium, (Masson
Tric'rcne) X 114 Scale represents 91 u.
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. 8t Longitudinal section through the aperture of the pneumostcme.
This shows the arrangement of the pneumostonal gland cells
(gland cell type l) as well as the band of circular muscle
surrounding the aperture, a - aperture, cm - circular muscle,
gel - gland cell type one, ms - mantle slit, oe - outer epi¬
thelium. (-'asson Trichrome) X 46 Scale represents 217 «•

. 9: Band of circular muscle surrounding pneumostome. Arrow points
to muscle fibres running through the pneizno stomal gland cell
mass, a - aperture, cm - circular muscle fibres, e - epithelium,
gel - gland cell type one. (Masson Trichrome) X 115 Scale
represents 91 u.
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pnatraostoral area and are not found in the subepithelial layer which

surrounds the aperture.

A third type of gland cell (gland cell typo 5) is found in the

pr.eur.o3tai.al ares. These are fairly small cells located just beneath

the en i the linn v/hi ch lines the aperture (Fig. 12). They have a

diameter of about 15 to 20 ju. The nucleus is centrally placed and

hR3 a diameter of 2.5 to 5*0/u. This gland cell type stains light

blue with Azan suggesting a mucopolysaccharide type of secretion.

These cells are also located in an area surrounding the rectum.

Hie fourth type (gland cell type 4) are similar- i© the calcium

glands described by Campion (1961) in her work on the skin glands of

He]iu. These cells are confined tc the outer regions of the pneumos-

to^al area. The subepithelial layer which surrounds the paeumoatomal

aperture does not contain this cell type. Cland cell type 4 has a

granular secretion which stains red with Azan; this indicates that

the secretion product ia a non-mucin type. The nucleus is located

in the extreme basal portion of the cell as well as a small amount

of cytoplasm (Tig. 16). The cell in Figure 16 measures 75 n across

its widest point and is about 3^0 long.

Crocs sections of the pneumoetcmal tissue did not reveal the

precise orientation of the muscle fibres in relation to the pneuraos-

tcmal aperture. Fig. 17 shows the arrangement of the muscle fibres

which support the epithelium lining the aperture. Longitudinal

sections through the aperture wore then examined and these revealed

the following information. There ia a band of circular muscle

located immediately be lew the epithelium of the aperture in the sub¬

epithelial layer of the pneisi03ta>e (Figs. 8 and 9). Circular muscles

also run through the region occupied by the pneuraostomal gland cells
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Fibres 10-12: Muscle fibres comprising circular band of muscle
surrounding aperture.

Fig. 10s Arrow indicates a bundle of muscle fibres at right angles
to the circular muscle; these muscle fibres support the
epithelium, a - aperture, cn - circular muscle bundles,
e - epithelium, gel - gland cell type one. (Masson Tri-
chrcme) X 290 Scale represents 35 u.

Fig. 11: Muscle fibre bundle; arrow indicates nucleus of muscle
fibre, a - aperture, e - epithelium, gel - gland cell
type one, gc3 - gland cell type three, n - nucleus.
(Masson Trichrome) X 29O Scale represents 35
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(gland cell type l). Figures 10, 11 and 12, show, in greater detail,

the arrangerent of a discrete hand of muscle extrinsic t the connective
J

tissue of the area. This band of muscle is approximately 30 p in

width. The gross morphology of severs! individual muscle cells can

be seen clearly in Figure 12.

The muscle arrangement surrounding the pneumostomal aperture

is distinct from the general body wall musculature which consists

of bands of muscles running in a longitudinal direction (Fig. 13).

The body wall musculature also contains bundles which interweave

thus creating an extremely complex arrangement (Fig. 14). It is

most likely that the band of circular muscle which surrounds the

aperture fits the definition of a sphincter muscle. A sphincter

is defined as a ring of smooth muscle in the wall of a tubular

organ or of an opening of a hollow organ, able by contraction to

narrow or close the lumen (Abercrorobie et al., 1964). Fqual

contraction of all the muscle fibres which compose the ring would

result in an even displacement of the pneumostomal tissue to

produce closure of the aperture (see Fig. 1). The other muscle

fibres found in the pneumostomal area are arranged at right angles

to the epithelium which lines the aperture. These fibres appear

very well organized to bring about an opening of the aperture when

they contract. It appears then, from an examination of light

microscopy sections that there are two distinct sets of muscle

fibres operating the pneumostorae, a circular hand which closes the

aperture and a number of bundles of muscle fibres set at right

angles to the aperture which open the aperture. Fig. 18 is a

semi-diagrammatic representation of the pneumogtome in cross

section and attempts to illustrate the arrangement of muscles in

relation to the aperture.
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12» The gross morphology of several individual muscle cells
is distinct. The circular band of muscle runs in the
space between the epithelium and the gland cell layer,
a - aperture, e - epithelium lining aperture, gel -
gland cell type one, gc5 - gland cell type three,
mfr - muscle fibre, n - nucleus of muscle fibre (Masaon
Trichrome) X 514 Scale represents 20 u.

13* Longitudinal section through the right mantle wall to show
muscle bundles running in a longitudinal direction, a -
aperture, gel - gland cell type one, 1m - longitudinal
muscle bundles, mcl - mantle collar. (Masson Trichrome)
X 46 Scale represents 217 »•
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Fig. 14t Longitudinal section through the mantle wall musculature.
The individual muscle bundles which are composed of several
fibres run in all directions through the tissue. Arrow
indicates boundaiy of pneutaostomal tissue, gel - gland
cell type one, mb - muscle bundle (Mass n Trichrome)
X 115 Scale represents 91 Ai.
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Fig. 15s Cross section of part of pneunostome to show the distribution

of the various types of gland cells found in the region,
gel - gland cell type one, gc2, gland cell type two, gc4 -

gland cell type four, mfr - muscle fibre, n - nucleus, oe -
outer epithelium, s - secretion product. (Azan) X 115 Scale
represents 91 «•



Fig. 16» Gland cell type four. C - cilia, cy - cytoplasm of cell,
e - epithelium, n - nucleus, s - secretion product of
gland. (Azan) Scale represents 35 u»

Fig. 1"7* Cross section through pneumostomal tissue to show the
muscles supporting outer epithelium, a - aperture,
e - epitheliisa, mfr - muscle fibre, n - nucleus of
muscle fibre. (Masson Trichrome) X 312.5 Scale
represents 13 *J.
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Pig. 18: Semi-diagrammatic representation of the pneumoutocie to
show the arrangement of muscles surrounding the aperture.
Legends C - cilia, CM - circular muscle bundles in
cross section, GC1 - gland cell type one (Pneuraostcmal
gland cells), GC2 - gland cell type two, GC3 - gland
cell type three, IC4 - gland cell type four, MP - mantle
floor, IrTT - muscle fibres attached to epithelium, H -
rectum.
^rrow points to dotted line which represents the
circular band of muscle surrounding aperture*
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Co ''itrestrupture of the Pnemostoste

rihis section contains a description of the ultrastructure of

the various cells found in the pne-nontaaal tissue.

A. Kuithellal Cells;

Hie epithelium of the pnemostorue contains only ciliated cells.

These cells hear microvilli in addition, to cilia (*ig. 19)* It is

vary difficult to distinguish sensory endings, which normally bear

cilia, and these indifferent epithelial cells. The characteristic

Q + ?. fibre arrangement is found in the cilia of these cells

(Fig. 20). The two central fibres appear to extend to the basal

plate but do not pass through into the basal body, as do the peripheral

fibres (Fig. 19). A well-developed basal loot extends laterally from

the basal body. These basal feet are arranged parallel to each other-,

^ell-developed striated rootlets extend fraa the ba.3ai bodies into the

cytoplasm of the cell. The diameter of the rootlet varies free:

about 55$ ^ at the tip to JOG ^ at the point where it joins the

basal body. The periodicity of these rootlets is approximately

600 A. itochoadria are very numerous in the region of these striated

rootlets.

AH of the epithelial cells examined using the electron microscope

contained cilia having a parallel orientation and only one striated

rootlet. Zylstra (1972B) used these chai-actsristies as a means of

distinguishing indifferent ciliated epidermal cells free free nerve

endings. He found that the cilia of the free nerve endings have a

random orientation whereas those of the indifferent ciliated cells

have a parallel orientation. Furthermore, the cilia of the free
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Fig. 19? Electron micrograph of epidermal cilia cell, bb - basal
body, bf - basal foot, bp - basal plate, cf - central
subfibres of cilium, m - mitochondrion, ravi - microvillus,
pf - peripheral subfibres of cilitrc, r - free ribosomes,
sr - striated rootlet.
Fixation? glut./OsO^ X 20,400 Scale represents 0.5 p.

Fig. 20? Septate desmosome of epithelial cell, bb - basal body,
c - cilim, e - epithelial cell, ra - mitochondrion,
sd - septate desmosome, za - zonula adhaerens.
Fixation? glnt/OsO X 51,000 Scale represents 0.2 ja.
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nerve endings have usually 3-5 roots whereas the cilia of the

epidermal ciliated cells have only one striated root. Bsing these

criteria, it appears that all of the ciliated epithelial cells

examined in this investigation are indifferent epithelial cells and

not the free nerve endings of subepithelial sensory cells.

There are considerable interdigitations between the adjacent

epithelial cell3 which probably allow for the stretching of the

epithelium. Several junctions are also found between the epi¬

thelial cells. The most apical, the zonula adhaerens (Farquhar

and Palade, 19&3) extends for a length of O.3 p. and begins about

0.5 ju in from the apical surface (Fig. 20). Belovr the zonula

adhaerens, there is a septate junction which i3 found approximately

1 p from the apical surface of the epithelial cell. The adjacent
o

plasma membranes of this junction are about 150 A apart and are

joined by septa which are approximately 200 £ apart. These septate

desr-osonea seem identical to those described by Wood (1959) and

Locke (1965). The occurrence of a masuls adhaerens described by

Wondrsk (1960) in his work on the epithelial structure of Arion rufua

has not been established.

B. Hand Cells*

Three types of subepithelial gland cells have been distinguished

using the electron microscope. The first type is found in a region

just beneath the epithelium and is probably gland cell type 2 of

Figure 15. The most distinguishing characteristic of this cell is

the prominent golgi apparatus. This structure is composed of a stack

of up to 20 lamellae. The length of the longest stack in one of
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Fig. 21s Composite electron micrograph of glani cell type two.
ea - extracellular space, g - granules, go2 - gland
cell type two, ga - golgi apparatus, ger - granular
endoplasmic reticulum, muc - muscle cell, n - nucleus,
sg - secretion granule, am - secretion mass.

Fixationsglut/OsO^,; X 15*3^0 Scale represents 0.7 u.
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these cells (Pig. 2l) la approximately 6.5 ju. The lumen of the

lamellae has a greater electron density than that of the surrounding

hyaloplasm. The central portion of the cell contains a very large

heterogeneous secretion mass. This mass is probably formed by the

fusion of smaller secretion grannies (Pig. 21). These secretion

granules are closely associated with the golgi apparatus. It may

be that the formation of these secretion granules takes place within

the golgi complex of the cell (see Fig. 25). A large number of

microvssicles are associated with the golgi apparatus. The granular

endoplasmic reticulum appears to be confined to the peripheral area

of the cytoplasm.

Several complete membrane-bound secretory vacuoles have been

seen within the epithelial layer of the pnemostome. In some cases,

the membrane surrounding these vacuoles has been ruptured and the

contents are released at the epithelial surface (Fig. 22). These

secretory vacuoles appear to be the same as those contained within

gland cell type 2. The secretory vacuole mu3t pass between adjacent

epithelial cells on its way to the exterior.

These gland cells are very similar to the "Manteldrttsen zelle"

(mantle glands) described by ftondrak (1969B) for the slug Arion rufus (L).

The "Manteldrusen zelle" have the same elaborate golgi apparatus and

large secretion mass.

Another type of gland cell is found in the deep subepithelial

area of the pneimostome and is probably gland cell type 1 of Figure 15.

These gland cells are specific to the pneuraostomal region of the slug

in contrast to gland cell type 2 which is also found in large rasnbers
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Fig. 22s Secretory vacuole releasing contents at the epithelial
suxAaod of the pneuraostome.
ie - indifferent epithelial cell, m - mitochondrion,
nbr - membrane of secretory vacuole, mu - mucous,
mvi - microvilli, sv - secretory vacuole
Fixations glut/OsO^ X 12,600 Scale represents 0.8 p.

Fig. 23i Golgi complex of gland cell type two.
ga - golgi apparatus, rav - microvesicles, sg - secretion
granule
Fixations glut/OsO, X 28,900 Scale represents 0.3 p.
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throughout the entire mantle wall. Gland cell type 1 i3 characterized

by a large number of very homogeneous secretion granules which contain

material of considerable electron density (Fig. 24). These granules

do not fuse to form a larger secretion mass which is typical of gland

cell type 2. These granules appear to be membrane-bound (Figs. 25

and 26). The cytoplasm which surrounds these secretion granules is

composed of a well-developed granular endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 25).

The cisternae of the GER are well-developed and their contents have

a greater electron density than the surrounding hyaloplasm. Riboscaes

are not only associated with the membranes of the GER but are also

scattered throughout the cytoplasm. The cisternae of the GER have a

width of up to 0.20 p.

The golgi apparatus consists of a curbed stack of six to seven

lamellae (Fig 26). The lumen of these lamellae has a greater electron

density than the surrounding hyaloplasm. S'icrovesides are associated

with the golgi complex. The ends of the inner lamellae of the stack

are swollen. These swollen ends probably break off to form the

secretion granules characteristic of this type of gland cell.

Mitochondria are scattered throughout the cytoplasn.

The ultrastructure of these pneumostacial gland cells is completely

different from that of the pneumostomal nori-muciparous gland cells

described by Zylstra (1972A) for the freshwater snail, Lymnaea stagnalis.

The secretion granules of the latter contain double-layered membrane-

lfke structures whereas the secretion granules of the pnewaostonal

gland cells of Ljmax flavus are solid entities.

The ultrastructure of another type of gland cell found in the

pneumostoraal region is shown in Figure 27. These cells occur very
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Pig. 24s Profile of gland cell type one (Pneisnostome gland cells)
ga - golgi apparatus, es - extracellular space, ger -
granular endoplasmic reticulum, m - mitochondrion, sg -
secretion granule
Fixations glut/OsC^ X 8,800 Scale represents 1.1 ju.

Fig. 25« Granular endoplasmic reticulum of gland cell type one.
ger - granular endoplasmic reticulum, r - riboscmes
attached to GEE membrane, sg - secretion granule
Fixations glut/OsO X 44,000 Scale represents 0.2 ja.
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Fig. 26: Golgi apparatus of gland cell type one.
ger - granular endoplasmic reticulum,
la - lamellae of golgi apparatus, nv -
microvesicles, psg - pro-secretion granule,
sg - secretion granule.
Fixations glub/OgO, X 44,000 Scale represents
0.2 u.
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infrequently in the sections examined and it has not been possible

to relate them to any gland cell found in the light microscopy sections.

This gland cell contains a large number of irregularly-shaped hetero¬

geneous secretion granules. Some of these granules contain filamentous

material (sg^t Fig. 27)5 others contain small, moderately dense bodies

(sgg* Fig. 27). These secretion granules can be seen in greater

detail in Figure 28. The granular endoplasmic reticulum has a tubular

structure and is widely distributed throughout the cytoplasm of the

cell. Ribosomes are scattered throughout the cytoplasm as well as

being associated with the membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum.

The cytoplasm also contains numerous mitchondria and well-defined

Golgi bodies. The 6olgi apparatus is lamellar in nature and is

associated with microvesicles.

The most distinguishing feature of these gland cells is the

presence of rather large multivesicular bodies. These membrane-

hound bodies are composed of numerous small clear vesicles and a

dense substance which fills in the space between the vesicles. In

some cases, there is a gap in the membrane where these vesicles open

directly into the cytoplasm of the cell (Fig. 29, see arrow).

C. Muscle Cells

The circular band of muscle which surrounds the pneumostane is

composed of smooth muscle cells. It is assumed that this circular

muscle is involved in the ventilation movements of the pneumostane.

These smooth muscle cells contain two types of filaments* 4*0 thin

filaments which are approximately 50 ^ in diameter and (b) thick
o

filaments which are approximately 200 - J00 A in diameter. Each thick
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27« Subepithelial gland cell in pneumostomal region,
c - collagen fibres, ga - golgi appratus, ger -
granular endoplasmic reticulum, 1 - lamellated
body, m - mitochdndrion, mvb - multivesicular
body, sgl - secretion granule type one, sg2 -
secretion granule type two.
Fixation* glut/OsO X 15»300 Scale represents 0.
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Pig. 28: Golgi appratus and secretion granules of subepithelial
gland cell (see Fig. 27).
c - collagen fibres, ga - golgi apparatus, ger - granular
endoplasmic reticulum, m - mitochondrion, r - free
ribosomes, sgl - secretion granule type one, sg2 -
secretion granule type two.
Fixation: glut/OsO^ X 39,000 Scale Represents 0.25

Fig. 29* Multivesicular bodies of subepithelial gland cell. One
of the vesicles opens into the cytoplasn through a break
in the membrane (arrow).
es - extracellular space, ger - granular endoplasmic
reticulum, mvb - multivesicular body, r - free ribosomes,
sgl - secretion granular type one.
Fixation: glut/OgO X 29,000 Scale represents 0.3 yu.
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filament appears to be surrounded by a number of thin filaments

(Fig. 31). There are a number of dense bodies distributed throughout

the mass of myofilaments. These bodies have a diameter of approximately

700 - 800 A and appear to be filamentous in nature. It has been

suggested that these dense bodies are attachment sites for the thin

myofilaments (Heyer et al.# 1973).

Dense patches are also found at the muscle cell membrane. These

dense areas appear to be composed of a filamentous material which

extends across the membrane and into the extracellular space. There

is a thickening of the muscle cell membrane at this point. Figure 33

shows apposing dense patches in adjacent muscle cells.

The non-contractile areas of the muscle cell contain a number of

different inarlusions. These include numerous mitochondria which are

orientated both longitudinally and transversely within the cell (Fig.

32). Mitochondria are also found in the central portion of the cell

(Fig. 30). The granular endoplasmic reticulum is extensive and

tubular in form. Ribosomes are scattered throughout the cytoplasm

of the cell.

Numerous large vesicular profiles are found at the periphery

within the non-contractile cytoplasm of the cell (Fig. 30). The

limiting membrane of the vesicular profiles which open intib the inter¬

cellular space is continuous with the plasma membrane and has the

same dimensions (Fig. 34). It may be that some of these submembrane

vesicles are formed by sarcolemmal invaginations. Tubular elements

which are both obliquely and longitudinally aligned (Fig. 31) are found

among the myofilaments. The locations of these tubular elements

make them morphologically comparable to the sarcoplasmic reticulum

of vertebrate striated muscle (Heyer et al., 1973).
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. 50: Cross section of a muscle cell in pneumostomal tissue,
c - collagen fibres, d - dense body, f - thick and
thin myofilaments, m - mitochondrion, rauc - muscle
cell, n - nucleus, v - vesicular profile#
Fixation: glut/OsO^ X 44,000 Scale represents 0.25 Ji.

. 5l» High power micrograph of muscle cell to show the arrangement
of thick and thin myofilaments.
d - cense body, fl - thick myofilament, f2 - thin myofilament,
It - longitudinally aligned tubule, o - obliquely aligned
tubule, v - vesicular profile
Fixation: glut/0s0^ X 87»00O Scale represents 0.1 p.
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. 32* Son-contractile portion of a muscle cell.
c - collagen fibres, f - thick myofilaments,
ger - granular endoplasmic reticulum, m -

mitochondrion, r - free ribosomes, v - vesicular
profile.
Fixation: glut/OsO^ X 39*°^ Scale represents 0.25

. ^3* Adjacent muscle cells; note apposing dense patches
(arrow).
c - collagen fibres, d - dense body, m - mitochondrion,
muc - muscle cell, v - vesicular profile.
Fixations glut/OsO^ X 51,000 Scale represents 0.2 p.
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D. *22S2«

The muscles surrounding the pneumostcrial aperture appear to be

innervated by axons which run in the anal nerve from the visceral

ganglion (Fig. 3B). Bundles of nerves are found among the muscles

cells which compose the circular muscle surrounding the aperture.

These bundles are composed of a number of small axons ranging in

size fran 0.2 - 1.5 fix in diameter (Fig. 35)» Teloglia (Nicaiae, 1973)

may be associated with these nerve bundles. The teloglial cell

processes contain large homogeneous dense granules with diameters

ranging frcm 2000 to 5000 % (Figs. 35, 36, 37) • The teloglia may

also contain mulberry granules (Simpson, 1969) which are most probably

composed of glycogen (Figs, 35» 38).

The axons which make up these small nerve bundles contain different

types of inclusions. For example, in Figure 35» aron one contains a

number of vesicles of moderate electron density; axon two contains

small agranular vesicles similar to those found in neuromuscular

junctions in the area; axon three contains a couple of small electron

dense granular vesicles which are also found in neuromuscular junctions,

and axon four contains no vesicles but numerous neurofilaments. It is

highly likely that these axons which possess synaptic vesicles form

synaptic junctions with the muscle cells found in the pneumoatomal region.

A large nerve trunk was found in the deep subepithelial area of

the pneumostone dorsal to the aperture. This is probably a large

branch of the anal nerve. This nerve trunk consists of a large number

of naked axons surrounded by the processes of glial cells (Fig. 37).

The axons in this nerve trunk possess different types of vesicles*
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Fig. 34* High power micrograph to illustrate the airfeangement
of vesicular profiles at the plasma membrane,
c - collagen fibres, d - dense body, fl - thick
myofilament, muc - muscle cell, pm - plasma membrane,
v - vesicular profile.
Fixation: glut/OsO^ X 87,000 Scale represents 0.1 jli.

Fig. 35* Snail nerve bundle from the subepithelial layer of
the pnetmostome.
ap - axon one, e&g - axon two, a, - axon three, a^ -
axon four (see Text for explanation), c - collagen
fibres, m - mitochondrion, muc - muscle cell, mg -
mulberry granule, 0 - large dense granule, tg -

teloglial cell process.
Fixations glut/OsO^ X 15,000 Scale represents 0.7 jj.
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36s Nerve bundle in deep subepithelial layer of the pneumostone
to show variation in the contents of the axon profiles.

- axon one (neurofilaments and mulberry granules)
a-? - axon two (agranular vesicles)
a5 - axon three (dense granular vesicles)

- axon four (neurofilaments)
c - collagen fibres, mucp - muscle cell in transverse
section, mucp - muscle cell in longitudinal section,
ratic - muscle cell containing mulberry granules, mg -
mulberry granules, pg - pigment granule, G - large
dense granule, tg - teloglial cell process.
Fixation: glut/0sO^ X 10,700 Scale represents 0.9 pm
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(l) small agranular vesicles, 400 - $00 % in diameter (2) moderately
° . .

dense granular vesicles, 90° ^ in dameter (3) large agranular vesicles,

800 \ in diameter. Mitochondria and neurofilaments are often found

within the axon profiles (Pig. 38)*

S. ?Tseromuscular Junctions:

The size and shape of the nerve endings vaiy greatly. The nerve

membrane may fit tightly against the muscle cell membrane (Figs. 39»

41) or lie in a groove in the muscle cell (Fig. 42). In some cases,

there does not appear to be any specialization of either the axonal

membrane or the muscle cell membrane where the two come together.

In other cases (Fig 4l)» there seems to be an increase in density of

the apposed nerve-muscle membranes. The synaptic cleft is approximately

200 A wide and is filled with a moderately dense amorphous material (Fig.

Occasionally, an axon or number of axons lie in close apposition

with a protrusion of the muscle cell (Fig. 40). More than one axon

may make contact with a single muscle cell (Fig. 40)* It is, however,

very difficult to determine the amount of axonal branching and folding

and thus, to estimate the number of neurons which innervate a single

muscle cell.

The synapses may occxir anywhere along the muscle cell membrane.

The cytoplasm of the muscle cell near the synapse may or may not con¬

tain contractile elements. Large vesicular profiles are often

associated with the post-synaptic region (Figs. 40, 42). Teloglial

processes may be associated with muscle cells in the vicinity of

neuromuscular synapses (Fig. 48).



Fig. 37* Fart of a large nerve trunk in the area of the pnetaio stoma
dorsal to the aperture, ax - axon profile, ag - agranular
vesicle, dg - dense granular vesicle, gc - glial cell
process, g - a?.all dense granules, G - large dense granule.
Fixation* glut/OsO^,; X 27,000 Scale represents 0*5

Fig. 38* High power micrograph of axons in large nerve trunk.
A may represent a synaptic region, ag - agranular
vesicles, dg - dense granular vesicle, G - large dense
granule, gc - glial cell process, rag - mulberry granules,
is -■ mitochondrion, nf - neurofilaments. Fixations
glut/OsO ; X 51*000 Scale represents 0.2 p.
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Fig. 39* ^.noe 3 neuromuscular .junction. This nerve ending
contains three types of vesicles - large dense
granular, small dense granular, and agranular,
ag - agranular vesicle, c - collagen fibres,
dg - small dense granular vesicles, DO - large
dense granular vesicle, f - contractile portion
of muscle cell, muc - muscle cell, s - synaptic
region. Fixation glut/OsO^j X 51,000
Scale represents 0.2 p9
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40xProtrusion of a muscle cell in close contact with two axons.

These two axons form Type 2 neuromuscular junctions with the
muscle cell. The protrusion of the muscle cell is also in
close contact with a teloglial cell process,
ax - ax^n profile, ag - agranular vesicle, dg - dense granular
vesicle, f - contractile part of muscle cell, G - large dense
granule, It - longitudinally aligned tubule, g - small dense
granules, m - mitochondrion, ro - small dense granules
arranged in a rosette pattern, s - synaptic region, tg -

teloglial cell process, v - vesicular profile.
Fixationx glut/OsO ; X 44,000 Scale represents 0.2 u.
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Sevsral types of synaptic vesicles have been found in the nerve

endings of neuromuscular junctions in the pneumo3tonal region. They

are as follows! (l) clear synaptic vesicles (agranular), 400 to 5^0 ^
in diameter, (2) granular vesicles possessing a moderate electron

o
dense core, 600 to 800 A in diameter, (3) large granular vesicles

o

possessing a high electron dense granular substance, I4OO to 1800 A

in diameter. The neuromuscular junctions in the pneumostcmal region

can be classified according to their vesicle populations into three

different types!

Tyre l! This ending contains only clear synaptic vesicles (Fig. 42)

Type 2; This ending contains a mixed population of agranular and
o

granular vesicles. The granular vesicles are 600 - 800 A

in diameter (Figs. 40, 41).

Type 31 This ending contains a mixed population of agranular, small

granular (the name as those in 2 endings) and large

granular vesicles. The latter have a diameter of I4OO to

1800 A (Fig. 59).

F. Anal 'lerve Examination

It has been established through gross dissection and the examination

of serial light microscopy that the anal nerve innervates the pneuraostomal

region. An examination of cross sections of this nerve using the

electron microscope might provide information on the nnaber of sensory

and motor components within the nerve. This information would be

useful in a broader analysis of the neurophysiological control of

pnetanoatonal muscles involved in the ventilation process.
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• 41:Neuramuscular .junction type 2. The apposing membranes of
the axon and muscle eell seem to be slightly thickened
(arrow), ag - agranular vesicle, c - collagen fibres,
dg - small dense rranular vesicle, f - contractile part
of muscle cell, muc - muscle cell, nf - neurofilaments,
s - synaptic region. Fixation* glut/OsC^ X 44,000
Scale represents 0.2 u.

42: Neuromuscular junction true 1. This nerve ending contains only
agranular vesicles, ax - axon, ag - agranular vesicles, d -
dense body, es - extracellular space, m - mitochondrion, mg -
mulberry granule, muc - muscle cell, s - synaptic region, v -
vesicular profile. Fixation glut/0s0. X 32,000 Scale represents
0.3 u.
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Snch an examination could be achieved by cutting thin sections

further and further out towards the periphery (i.e. epithelium which

lines the pneuraostome) to see which axons contained within the nerve

disappear first. Sections cut at various intervals should be examined

to determine the number of axons still present within the nerve.

As the muscle fibres disappear in the sections, the large (or

small) nerve fibres may also disappear. These nerve fibres could

probably be labelled as motor (i.e. they innervate the muscle fibres

of the area). As the extreme periphery is reached, the sections will

probably contain no muscle cells but only a small number of axons (which

have been traced through all the previous sections) and which could he

labelled as sensoiy axons.

In the present investigation, only the first step in this long

and laborious exercise was achieved. The entire anal nerve before it

entered the right mantle wall, was sectioned and counts of axons and

measurements of axon size were made on a composite electron micrograph

of this cross section (see Materials and Methods section). The number

of axons in the anal nerve in each of eight categories is as follows*

1. under 0.25 p2 - 6171

2. between 0.25 and 0.50 xl2 - 300

3. between O.5O and 1,0^ - 257

4. between 1.0 and 2.0 ju^ - 253
p

5. between 2.0 and 5.0 p - l6l

6. between 5«0 and 10.0 - 16

7. between 10.0 and 20.0 ju^ - 4

2
8. over 20.0 p - 4

The total number of axons contained within the anal nerve was

estimated at 7166. The distribution of axons for the first five
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categories throughout the cross section of the nerve is very random.

On the other hand, the axons in categories six, seven and eight tend

to he concentrated towards the middle of the nerve.

The anal nerve consists of a large core of axons surrounded by

a sheath or perineurium. This perineurium (Fig. 43) is composed of

scattered muscle cells which run longitudinally along the length of

the nerve, and collagen fibres. The nerve is divided by a number of

septae which are arranged radially and which project inward frcm the

perineurium. These septae may contain the nuclei of glial cells.

This micrograph (Fig. 43) illustrates veiy clearly the diversity

of axon size in this nerve. The majority of small axons are grouped

together in small bundles and these bundles are surrounded by glial

cell processes. The larger axons are individually enveloped by

several layers of glial cell processes.

d. SIe c trouhvsioloav

Nine different experiments were carried out in order to provide

information regarding various aspects of the overall innervation and

operation of the pneumostorae. These experiments with their results

are outlined in the following sections.

Section li Electrical Stimulation of the Anal and dj^ht i'allial Herves

A. The anal nerve was cut and its distal end sucked into the end of

a fine tipped suction electrode. All other nerves were left intact.

A chain of square-wave pulses was delivered via the electrode and a

stimulus isolation unit to the nerve. The frequency of this pulse
the pulse amplitude was 30 Volts>

was 10/ second,/its pulse width was 10 msec and the duration of the
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"'i,?. A7)'. Composite micrograph of a cross section, of the anal nerve.
- vezy large axon profile? area measurement - 19*0

&2 - axon profile with an area between 5,0 and 10.0
a^ - medium-sized axon profile with an area of 3»0 vr
c - collagen fibres, gn - glial cell nucleus, m - mitochondrion,
muc- muscle cell, per - perineurium, sa - very small naked
axon3 with area measurements of less than 0.25 u"', sep - septa.
Fixation! glut/OsO^; X 5»300
Ccale represents 1.0 p..
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stimulus was three or four seconds. Stimulating the nerve resulted

in the opening of the pneumostome. When the preparation no longer

received the stimulus, the aperture was seen to close.

B. The distal end of the right pallial nerve was also stimulated

using a fine-tipped suction electrode. All other nerves were left
the pulse amplitude was 35 Volts,

intact. The frequency of the pxilse used was 10 per seconds/the
pulse width was 10 msec and the pulse duration was about four seconds.

The effect of such stimulation was a strong contraction of the entire

right side of the mantle wall. There appeared to be no affect on

the pneumostome alone.

Section 2t Electrical Stimulation of the Intestinal Nerve

The intestinal nerve was cut and the proximal end was placed in

a suction electrode. All other nerves were left intact. The stimulus
and amplitude of 3 Volts

was a rectangular pulse with a duration of 1 mse^/and a frequency of
5.0 per second. It was applied for three or four seconds through the

electrode. The pneumostome was observed throughout the operation.

Stimulation of the intestinal nerve resulted in the pneumostome

opening. The time frcsn the onset of the stimulus to the opening of

the pneumostome was estimated to he approximately one second. After

it closed, it took a minute or so before a second stimulus was followed

by opening of the aperture.

Stimulation of the intestinal nerve had the same effect on the

pneumostome ars direct stimulation of the distal end of the anal nerve.

Both resulted in the pneumostome opening.
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Sgc1?i9" ?» Recording "otor Activity from the Anal ?rerve

The proximal and of the anal nerve was sucked into a fine tipped

suction electrode. The anterior aorta and all nerve3 to the sub-

oesophageal ganglion other than the anal nerve were left intact,

ictivi ty was recorded froa this nerve over a fairly long period in

order to determine whether rhythraicity was present.

Rhythmical activity was recorded from the proximal end of the

anal nerve. This activity was in the form of a burst of action

potentials which repeated itself very irregularly. Because other

activity not related to the burst was also recorded by the electrode,

it was impossible to determine the exact number of spikes of which

the burst is composed, the inter-spike interval, or the exact duration

of the hurst (see Pig. 44)•

Septjpn 4: Recording Nervous Activity from tho Spb-Oesophageal Gangly

Because of the difficulty enoountered in analysing the nature of

the burst from the anal nerve recordings, an investigation of the dorsal

and ventral surfaces of the sub-oesophageal ganglion was done in order

to locate this activity without too much interference from other

unrelated nerve signals. A very fin© tipped suction electrode was

used to scan the surface of the ganglion. All nerves leading to

the CRS were left intact. The burst was recorded from an area

immediately anterior to where the intestinal, anal and cephalic

retractor muscle nerves leave the visceral ganglion (Pig. 45) •

Figure 46 shows the hurst activity over a nine minute period.

Thus recording illustrates that this activity is somewhat irregular.
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Fig. 44* Continuous extracellular recording of efferent activity in
the anal nerve. Suction electrode need. Bars indicate
the burst periods. Calibration equals 55 uvolts and 10
seconds.

Fig. 45« Snb-oesophageal ganglion. Arrows indicate the area in the
visceral panglion frcrn. which the burst is recorded. The
outline of several cell bodies can be seen. a - aortic
nerve, an - anal nerve, cn - cephalic retractor muscle nerve,
cb - cell body, in - intestinal nerve, lp - left pallial
nerve, rp - right pallial nerve.
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The burst tends to repeat itself every half minute. This result

compares very favourably with the anal nerve recording which also shows

a burst rate of 2 per minute. Figure 47 shows the burst in greater

detail. The unit of which the burst is comprised continues to fire

between successive bursts. However, during the inter-burst interval,

this unit tends to fire at a much lower frequency (about 1.5 - 2.0

impulses per second) than it does during the burst.

The interval changes of thi3 activity are plotted in Figure 48.

A ten-spike moving average was used to construct the slope of the

graph. The Y-axis represents the inter-spiks interval measured in

seconds and the X-axis represents time also measured in seconds.

The graph illustrates clearly that the burst initially fires at a

low frequency and ends with its highest frequency. There is an

increasing inter-spike interval between the bursts which indicates a

decreasing frequency.

Section 5: Simultaneous Recordings from the Visceral Gaaglion and the

Anal Herve

Having located activity in the visceral ganglion which can be

roughly correlated with pne^mostoma] movements, the following experiment

was done in an attempt to relate the burst activity recorded in the anal

nerve (see Section 5) with this ganglionic activity. A very fine tipped

suction electrode was used to record the activity from the dorsal surface

of the visceral ganglion. Activity from the intact anal nerve was

recorded en passant using a suction electrode. The anterior aorta and

all nerves to the snb-oesophageal ganglion were left intact. A recording

was made and the results are shown in Figure 49* The upper trace shows a
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Fig. 461 Continuous extracellular recording of burst activity from
the dorsal surface of the visceral ganglion. Suction
electrode used. Calibration equals 83 juvolts and 10 seconds.

Fig. 47: A more detailed recording of the burst activity free the
dorsal surface of the visceral ganglion. Suction electrode
used. Calibration equals 83 uvolts and ICO seconds.
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15-

Plot of inter-spike interval changes for two bursts
recorded from the dorsal surface of the visceral

ganglion shown in Figure 47*
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bur3t which occurs simultaneously with a burst of activity recorded

in the anal nerve (lower trace). This recording suggests that the

central neurons which produce this characteristic burst pattern send

their axons into the anal nerve.

Section 6t TV;q TiecQpdjng of Syr^ponqus nti^s in BV.rst

The recordings of efferent activity in the anal nerve do not show

whether the burst consists of synchronous units. However, several

different recordings from the dorsal surface of the visceral ganglion

illustrate that the burst activity is composed of more than one unit

(Fig. At least two cells in the ganglion are firing in a

similar hurst pattern.

Other recordings, however, show only one unit firing in a burst

pattern (see Fig. 46). In this case, a suction electrode with a much

finer tip than those used in the preceding experiments was used to

record from the dorsal surface of the ganglion. This finer tipped

electrode most probably covered only one of the two nerve cells.

Section 7t "onitorin^ the Openj r:g of the Pneumostome

In order to determine whether or not the cell or cells which

fire in a burst pattern are part of the motor control centre of the

pnevmoetcme, it is essential to illustrate some correlation between

these burst potentials and the movements of the pneimostome, i.e.

opening and closing.

The pnenmostcme has been observed to open to irregular sizes.

During an experiment, it was observed that the characteristic burst

only occurred if the pneumostcme opened to its full extent. If there
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Pig. 49* Simultaneous recording of burst activity from both the dorsal
surface of the visceral ganglion and the anal nerve. Arrows
indicate period of burst. VG - visceral ganglion (upper
trace), AN - anal nerve (lower trace). Suction electrodes
used. Calibration equals 10 seconds.
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Pig. 50s Continuous extracellular recording of burst activity shewing
two synchronous units from the dorsal surface of the visceral
ganglion. Suction electrode used. Calibration equals
53 }a volts and 5 seconds.
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was only a partial opening of the pneumostcnse, the burst unit did not

reach the frequency characteristic of a full opening. There nay well

he a correlation between the variation in the firing pattern of the

units which comprise the burst and the extent to which the pemmostome

opens. Clearly if such a correlation could be established, it would

contribute significantly to the understanding of how the pneumostome

works. It was felt, therefore, that a method of monitoring quantita¬

tively the movement of the pneumostome was desirable.

Several monitoring methods were tried but all proved unsuccessful

(see Materials and Methods section for a discussion of the technical

problems encountered). Figure 51 is an extracellular recording of

nervous activity in the anal nerve on the top trace and monitoring of

the movement of the pne"mostome by the mirror-photocell method on the

bottom trace. This recording clearly indicates that the unit appears

to begin to fire before the pneimo3tome opens. However, it is not

at ail clear at what stage of the burst the pneumostome opens or to

what extent the muscles of the aperture contract.

Figure 52 is an extracellular recording of the burst activity

fro^ the dorsal surface of the visceral ganglion on the top trace and

monitoring the movement of the pneuraostone by the m.irror-photodiode

method on the bottom trace. Once again, it is difficult to see when

the pneumostome opens in relation to the burst. It appears from the

recording that the unit fires before the pne'tnostame opens. This

appearance, however, may be due to the inadequacy of the monitoring

method. The ideal monitoring system would seem to require a snail

deflection of the oscilloscope trace downwards when the pne mostocie

opens and another deflection of the trace in the opposite direction
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Fig. 51i Extracellular recording of burst in anal nerve on top trace;
monitor of pne'-raostcme using photocell on lower trace.
Arrows indicate when pnemostore opens and shuts. Hook
electrodes used to record nervous activity. Calibration
equals 5? p volts and 5 seconds, and can be applied to the
top trace only.
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whsn the pneumostome shuts. Rising conventional monitoring techniques,

it was impossible to get a neat deflection of the trace during the

opening and closing of the pneumostome because of the overall movement

of the animal.

The final met' od tried, that of monitoring the movement visually,

gave a fairly good indication of when the pneumostome opens and shuts

and how long it remains open. Figure 53 is an extracellular recording

of the burst as recorded from the dorsal surface of the visceral ganglion

and the monitoring of the pneuEiostome by the above method. As a method

of measuring the pneumostomal movements quantitatively it is unsatisfac¬

tory because it does not show to what extent the pneumostome opens or

how much the muscles of the aperture contract.

Section 8? Recording from Pneuaostomal Muscles

In order to determine that the cells producing the characteristic

burst are the motor neurons which directly innervate the muscles of the

pneumostome, it is necessary to show that when these cells fire,

excitatory junction potentials of a similar frequency can be recorded

from the muscle fibres.

An extracellular suction electrode was used to record the burst

potentials in the ganglion and a similar electrode was used to record

potentials from the circular band of muscle which surrpunds the pneu-

mostomal aperture. The tip of the electrode was inserted into a slit

made in the pneumostomal epithelium. The insertion of the electrode

stimulated the gland cells of the area which resulted in a large

secretion of mucous by these cells. This mucous was very effective
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Fig. 52: nouer trace: extracellular recording of burst activity from
the dorsal surface of the visceral ganglion. Suction elec¬
trode used. Calibration equals 33 ,« volts and 5 seconds.
Ipvrer trace: pneumostcme monitored using photodiode.
c - open, s - shut.

Fig. 53' TTt>t>cr trace: burst recorded from the dorsal surface of the
visceral ganglion. Suction electrode used. Calibration
equals 1.0 second.
Lp-ver trace: pneumostotne monitored visually. Bar above
bottom trace indicates length of tine pneinostome remains
open.
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in blocking the fine tip of the suction electrode. Several attempts

were made to record myograms from the muscle but in each case, the tip

of the electrode wa3 blocked.

Both light and electron microscopical studies of the area show

that the individual muscle fibres are contained within a very compact

collagen matrix. They are also surrounded by a large mnber of different

types of secretory ^ells. The failure of the attempt to record muscle

potentials is almost certainly due to a structural problem. Other

researchers have been able to record potentials from taolluscan muscle

(Mellon and Prior, 1970) using extracellular recording techniques but

these mtiscles were not contained within such a compact collagen matrix.

Section Denervation of the Pneumostome

Three denervation experiments were carried out and are outlined

below.

1. Complete central denervation*

The animal was dissected to expose the central nervous system and

all the nerves running posteriorly from it. The dissected part was

flooded with saline. Care was taken to preserve the mantle cavity

and to keep it above the level of the saline as the pnetxaostaae failed

to open and close when submerged. The opening and closing of the

pneumostcrne was then recorded over a ten minute period. All the nerves

leading from the CITS were cut and the pneunostome movements were recorded

for a further ten minutes.

When the nerves were left intact, the pnemostane opened 2.0 times

per minute. The average length of each opening was approximately

three seconds. The amplitude of opening was slightly less than for
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animals not dissected. It 3eems that dissection results in partial

deflation of the mantle cavity which alters the shape of the pneumostome

slightly. ^?hen the open pneumostome was prodded gently, it closed

rapidly. For a period of four minutes after complete central dener¬

vation, the pneumostone remained closed. It then opened slightly for

a second but the amplitude of opening was considerably reduced.

Movement continued around the pneumostome but the aperture did not

open normally. After a period of ten minutes, the pneumostome remained

completely closed. The area contracted when prodded in a manner

similar to the mantle wall which has been severed from the CNS. This

movement is probably due to a local reflet action. No normal

ventilation movements of the pneumostorae were observed after complete

central denervation.

2. The central nervous system was exposed as in Part 1 of this

section and the preparation was flooded with saline. The opening

and closing of the pneumostome was then recorded over a ten minute

period. The anal nerve was cut and the pneuciostome movements were

recorded for a further ten minutes.

^hen all nerves were left intact, the rate of opening was about

4.0 times per minute. After cutting the anal nerve, the pneumostaae

was observed to open 3*7 times per minute. It seers that the rate of

opening is not significantly altered from the normal rate by severing

this connection with the CNS. However, the operation does seem to

affect the length of time the pneumostome remains open. When the anal

nerve is left intact, the pnevmostane is open for an average of 18.6

seconds per minute; when the nerve i3 cut, it is open for an average of

14.2 seconds per minute. The amplitude of opening is also altered
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when the anal nerve Is cut. Cutting this nerve resulted in a reduction

in amplitude by about one-third. This experiment appears to indicate

that the pnetmostome can continue to operate even when the anal nerve

is severed.

3. The central nervous system was exposed as in Part 1 of this section.

The opening and closing of the pneumostome was then recorded over a ten

minute period. All nerves except the anal were then cut and the

pnewmostomal movements were recorded for a further ten minutes.

When all nerves were left intact, the rate of opening was about

3.3 times per minute. After cutting all nerves to the CNS except the

anal, the pneumostome was observed to open 2.9 times per minute. When

all nerves were left intact, the pneuraostome remained open 18.6 seconds

pdr minute. Cutting all nerves except the anal reduced this to an

average of 6.4 seconds per minute. The amplitude of opening is reduced

by about one-third after this operation. The results of this experiment

indicate that pneumostomal movements are modulated by sensory information

arriving at the CNS through these other nerves.
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IV Discussion

This investigation is the first to describe some aspects of the

electrophysiology of the pneumostome in land slugs. A description

of the gross anatomy, light microscopy and fine structure of the

pneumostome is also included. Other workers, such as Nisbet (196IA,

19693)» Simpson (19OI) and Jullien et al. (i960) have looked at the

innervation of the pneuraostome in other land pulmonates and in the

case of Jullien and Nisbet, electrophysiological techniques were used.

The pneiznostomal area is a highly specialized region of the mantle

wall in that it contains an unusually high density of gla^d cells.

Several gland cell types have been distinguished in light microscopy

sections. Gland cell type 1, the pneumostcoial gland cells, is specific

to this region of the animal. Gland cell type 2 is similar to mucous

gland cell type A described by Campion (1961) and the large mucous cells

described by Barr (l928)» Gland cell type 4 is similar to the calcium

gland described by Campion (1961). As far as gland cell classification

is concerned, it is necessary to use histochemical stains to identify

the different types of secretion products. Standard light microscopy

stains such as those used in this investigation are not adequate for

this.

The pneumostome needs to be well lubricated in order for the cilia

to beat and thus produce currents which aid in the flow of gases in and

out of the lung (Zylstra, 1972A). Gland cells type 2 are very large and

produce a considerable abount of raucous. The mechanism of mucous secretion
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may depend on the formation of individual secretion granules (or

vacuoles) which separate from the cell, work their way towards the

epithelium and eventually release their contents at the surface.

However, some of the cells that have been examined seem to reach the

exterior via short necks which run between the epithelial cells.

Only gland cell types 1 and 2 have been identified in electron

microscopy sections. Zylstra (1972A) found that the pneunostaaal

gland cells of Lvnnaea staanalis contain a membraneous type of secretion

product. He suggests that this particular type of secretion is

probably instrumental in sealing off the pnepnostar.e when the snail is

underwater. An examination of the ultrastructure of the pneumostonal

gland cells of Limax flavus revealed that these cells do not possess

this membraneous type of secretion. As the pneumostome of hinax is

never submerged, there is no reason why this type of structure should

be present within gland cells found in this region.

The arrangement of muscle fibres within the pneumostomal region

has been investigated. Sane of these muBcle fibres appear to be

arranged in the form of a sphincter which is distinct from the

general body wall musculature and is composed of distinct bundles.

The contraction of all the fibres produces an even displacement of

the pneumostomal tissue to form a closed aperture. The muscle

fibres that are arranged at right angles to the pneumostomal

epithelium contract to bring about an opening of the pneumostome.

These muscle fibres which are involved in the movement of the

pneuraostome have all the characteristics of smooth muscle cells as

described by Heyer et al. (1973). ?here is no clear organization of

thick and thin myofilaments which foim the contractile part of the cell.
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The dense bodies are not arranged in any particular pattern and there

is no high degree of vesicular specialization. In sane muscles such

as the fast addtjctor of Pecten, the dense bodies are arranged in rather

precise rows perpendicular to the long axis of the fibre (H^yer et al.,

1973)• These muscles also have a highly ordered myofilament structure

and a fairly extensive vesicular system. An examination of the ultra-

struettjre of muscle cells found in the pneumostcme indicates that a

slow muscle system is probably involved in the opening and closing of

the aperture.

Neuromuscular junctions found in the pneumostanal area have the

following characteristics! narrow synaptic cleft, 200 X wide, pre¬

synaptic structure containing different types of vesicles and a

relatively unspecialized post-synaptic membrane. In one case, there

appeared to be a slight thickening of the apposing membranes.

More than one axon has been seen to make contact with a single

muscle cell. Rogers (1968) found a number of axons simultaneously

forming close contacts with a large bulbous protrusion of a muscle

cell in the optic tentacles of limax flavus.

Different type3 of neuromuscular junctions may be tentatively

classified according to the vesicle population of these endings.

Three types of neuromuscular junctions have been found in the pneu-

mostcnal tissue of Limax flavus. Barrantes (1970) has postulated the

existence of two different types of neuromuscular junctions in the

slug, Vaginula soleiformis, based on two distinct populations of

synaptic vesicles. It may be that different synaptic populations

may represent the presence of different types of transmitters.
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However, vesicles have not been used to classify neuromuscular junctions

because of a lack of data relating the morphology of the endings to

transmitter identity or synaptic function (Heyer et al.f 1973)«

An examination of the ultrastructure of the anal nerve has shown

that this nerve is composed of over 7000 individual axons varying in
2 2

area from less than O.25 ju to over 20.0 p . The central portion of
the nerve contains four very large axons with areas exceeding 20.0 p .

These are most probably the axons of motor neurons. From this initial

study, it would appes.r that an attempt to trace the paths of axons in

the anal nerve to the periphery would be very difficult because of the

large number of axons involved.

Gross dissection has revealed that the anal nerve definitely

innervates the pneumostomal tissue. However, it was not possible to

distinguish the details of branching of this nerve within the pnetsnostome

because of the failure of methylene blue staining. The only other nerve

from the CHS that could possibly innervate the area as well is the

right pallial nerve. Because of the failure of methylene blue staining,

it was impossible to follow branch 3 (see Fig. 3B) of this nerve to see

if it eaters the pneumostomal tissue.

Electrical stimulation of the distal cut end of the anal nerve

caused the pneuraostor.e to open. On the other hand, electrical stimu¬

lation of the distal cut end of the right pallial nerve did not have

thi3 effect. Only the muscles of the right mantle wall contracted in

response to the stimulus. This finding does not agree with the results

of Jullien et al. (i960) who examined the innervation of the pneumostome

in the land snail, Eelix nomatia. They found that both the right

pallial and anal nerves produce contraction of the pneumostome and that
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stimulation of the distal exit end of the right pallial nerve has an

effect on the pneumostome. Jullien's account, does not indicate,

however, if the anal nerve was left intact while the right pallial

nerve was stimulated or vice versa. Hence, these results must be

regarded with suspicion.

It would appear from these initial experiments that axons in the

anal nerve innervate the muscles surrounding the pneumostaaal aperture

either directly or indirectly and that the right pallial nerve is not

involved in the initiation of pnetmostomal movements.

The experiments involving the recording of activity from the

central nervous system of Umax flavns show that there is a relation¬

ship between the firing of certain uni's in the visceral ganglion and

the movements of the pneumostone. This patterned activity is not

regular. There is considerable variability in the number of action

potentials per burst and in the duration of the intarburst interval.

Kater and Kaneko (1972) found that for the cell PAL-B in the left

parietal ganglion ofHellsona trivolvis. the duration of the inter-

hurst interval (first spike of burst to first spike of following

burst) is a function of the preceding burst's size, i.e. nixnber of

spikes in burst. This relationship has not been established for the

burst activity recorded from the visceral ganglion of Litnax flavus.

The pattern of action potentials which comprise the burst is

unusual. The inter-spike interval remains constant for the first

few spikes; then there is a sequential decrease in the inter-spike

interval until the end of the burst. Accompanying this decrease in

the inter-spike interval, there is a corresponding decrease in 3pike

amplitude. The largest amplitude is recorded at the onset of the
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burst and tb© smallest at the end of the burst. This decrease in

spike amplitude within the duration of the buret is characteristic

of the bursting pattern of cell R 15 which is found on the dorsal

surface of the abdominal ganglion of Aplysia (Frazier et al., 1967).

It would be interesting to know the characteristic action potential

durations of each of these spikes within the burst but this could only

be determined by using intracellular recording techniques.

The unit or units which comprise the burst continue to fire

between successive bursts, Pneumostcsnal movements appear to be

sensitive to the discharge rate of these units. It has been observed

that the full burst only occurs if the pneumostccie opens to its full

extent. The firing rate did not reach its maximum (which is about 15

impulses/sec) when there was only a partial opening of the pneumostane.

It appears that there is seme correlation between the variation in the

firing rate of the units which comprise the burst and the extent to

which the pneumostome opens, TTnfortunately, it was impossible to

find an adequate method of monitoring pneumostcoal movements, i.e.

one which showed if the pneumostcme opened to its full extent and

when the pnemostome opened in relation to the initiation of the burst,

^ence it was impossible to establish the existence of such a correlation.

It may be that this burst activity is endogenous in nature since

its firing pattern is similar in seme respects to that of PAL-B (Kater

and Kaneko, 1972) and R15 (Frazier et al., 1967). Kater and Kaneko

demonstrated the endogenous nature of the patterned activity in PAL-B

in the following manner. Artificially imposed depolarization of the
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soma gave rise to increased action potentials in one burst, thus

delaying the succeeding burst. On the other hand, hyperpolarization

deleted spikes from the burst and the interval between that burst and

the succeeding burst was decreased. Since this artificially imposed

ftolarization had a significant effect on the subsequent firing pattern

of the neuron, Kater and Kaneko concluded that this patterned activity

was endogenous and not dependent on synaptic input. However, they did

find that the variability in the pattern can be attributed to synaptic

modulation of sensory origin. It would be necessary in a wider

investigation of the nervous control of pneumostomal movements to

establish whether the burst activity recorded from the visceral ganglion

is endogenous. This could he determined by using the above method.

It would appear from recordings where monitoring methods were used,

that the cell or cells producing this unusual burst pattern are involved

in the contrdl of pneumostomal movements. It has also been established

that burst activity in the anal nerve is related to burst activity

recorded from the visceral ganglion. However, it is not known whether

the neurons innervate the muscles of the pnemostome directly or via a

peripheral plexus. Such a nerve plexus has not been positively

identified in light microscopy sections, although numerous nerve

processes, seme with accompanying cell bodies, were found in some of

the sections. It is highly likely that such a plexus exists. Laryea

(l9?0) states that he found such a plexus in the region of the pneumos-

tome and anus of the field slug, Agriolimax reticulatus.

It may be that the central pathways converge on peripheral ones

in the pneuraostomal tissue. In order tc determine whether these

central neurons innervate the muscles directly, it is necessary to

record frcrn tho appropriate colls using intracellular recording techniques
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and at the same time, from the muscles they innervate. One would have

to show that action potentials recorded from the cell body produced

excitatory junctional potentials in the muscle fibres. This was

attempted in the present investigation but technical problems prevented,

the recording of myograms frcm the pnei.snostocial muscles.

The analysis of the neuronal control of pneumostonal movements in

land slugs requires an understanding of the relative contributions of

the central nervous system and the peripheral nerve plexus. Recent

research on the neural control of certain behavioural responses in

Aulvsia has shown that the peripheral plexus plays an important part

in the mediation of such responses. Pereta (197°) found that habituation

and dishabituation of gill movements continues in a preparation from which

the entire central nervous system has been removed. Kupfermann et al.

(l97l) 3howed that peripheral pathways are necessary and sufficient for

the pinnule response in A-plvsia.

Extracellular recordings from the visceral ganglion and anal

nerve suggest that central neurons are involved in the control of

pneumostomal movements. Denervation experiments were undertaken in

an attempt to establish the contribution of the peripheral system in

the control of these movements.

Complete central denervation of the pnexmostomal area resulted

in the cessation of normal activity of the pneuacstooe, i.e. the

pneurnostome did not open and close after this operation. The conclusion

that can be drawn from this is that central pathways are necessary for

the pnetmo3tome to opeiate normally.

Another denervation experiment involved the cutting of all nerves
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to the CITS except the anal nerve. This operation resulted in a

reduction in the amplitude and length of time the pnemostcme remained

open hut a noimal rate of opening -was maintained. The conclusion to

be drawn here is that movement is modulated by sensoiy input arriving

at the CWS through these other nerves.

The final denervation experiment involved the cutting of the anal

nerve only. The pneumostome continued to open at a normal rate but

various parameters such as amplitude and length of opening were

reduced. This result was completely unexpected because it had been

assumed frcn extracellular recordings frar. the visceral ganglion and

anal nerve, that the latter contains processes of central neurons which

innervate the muscles of the pneumostcme.

The results of extracellular recordings show that central neurons

in the visceral ganglion are in some way involved in the control of

movements of the pneumostome. It may be that these neurons which

fire in the characteristic bur3t pattern represent the overall control

centre for the entire respiratory process, i.e. coordinating the movements

of the mantle wall, mantle floor and pneumostone. A simultaneous

recording of the bur3t activity from the visceral ganglion and anal nerve

would indicate that these bursting neurons have an effect on the pneumostcraal

muscles through the anal nerve. However, the results of cutting the anal

nerve indicate that this nerve does not contain the final motor pathway

for the pneumostcnal muscles. Thi3 experiment also shows that the

pneumostome can continue to open and close at a normal rate after the

anal nerve has been cut, although certain parameters such as amplitude

and the length of time the pnenmostome remains open, are affected. From

this it can be concluded that pneumostomal movements are not wholly

dependent on a connection with the CHS through the anal nerve.
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When both the anal and rl^it pallial nerves were cut (complete

central denervation), a cessation of normal activity occurred. This

indicates that peripheral pathways alone cannot mediate the movesents

of the pneumostome and also that the right pallial nerve must play a

necessary role in the control of these movements. The results of

electrically stimulating the distal cut end of this nerve would seem

to indicate a lack of involvement of this nerve in pneixnostomal control.

Further work is needed to elucidate the role of this nerve in the

control of pnemostomal movements. For a start, it would be advantageous

to cut the right pallial nerve to see what effect this operation has on

the movement of the pneunostome.

Further work is also needed to show whether the activity recorded

from the CfJS is endogenous. This would involve the use of intracellular

recording techniques. Experiments should be done to s«e if the burst

pattern is modulated by sensory inputs. It has been shown that electrical

stimulation of the proximal end of the intestinal nerve induced the

pneumostome to open. The effect of such stimulation on the burst

pattern should be elucidated. Also the nature of the stimulant or

stimulants which trigger the pneumostome to open and the sites at which

they act should be examined.
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